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Juxtaposition Works Beautifully

New ICE Lockdown Launch

Tailor Made
Exclusively For
Your Clients
Lyfthaus has rapidly become the
manufacturer of choice for premium,
tailor made, architectural
platform lifts.

Let’s make your creative vision
a vertical transport reality!

Lyfthaus have the
solution your client has
been searching for...
Our digital take on Cambridge Blue, part of our evolving brand identity

BRONZE, COPPER, BRASS

HAND CRAFTED OAK

This edition of HIGH SOCIETY is the first to have our new corporate makeover, a
revised logo and colour scheme which is our take on the world famous
Cambridge Blue. Being “raised in Cambridge” within the Cambridge Technology
Cluster is important to us. This is an inspirational place to design and build
platform lifts. Please take the time is visit our web site which reflects our
creative ethos, we are sure it will spark your own creativity and help with your
next beautiful bespoke project. From big statements to tiny details - Lyfthaus
has rapidly become the manufacturer of choice for stand-out tailor made,
architectural platform lifts. Let’s make your creative vision a vertical transport
reality! www.lyfthaus.com
We work in a huge variety of materials and finishes. This includes all RAL code
paints, Interpon pearlescent metallics, stainless steel, bronze, brass, copper,
steel, aluminium and wood. We can produce castings to perfectly replicate
wrought and cast fancy ironworks of all types and styles.

CAST METALS

This former counting house at an Archbishop’s
Palace in Kent is now a National Trust property
and popular visitors attraction. It has recently
been redeveloped as a retail outlet. The
juxtaposition between the contemporary glass
and stainless steel lift works beautifully within
this 14th century heritage site. The platform
tray has been finished in aged oak to match
adjacent surfaces.

Juxtaposition Works Beautifully

Stadium, London

There are not many environments that would
suit this style of bespoke platform lift but within
this former Victorian factory in uber trendy
Shoreditch it fits seamlessly. Influenced greatly
by the building’s industrial heritage we have
used heavy blackened steel sections and
tubular steel to great effect.

Designed to be Different!

An architect designed contemporary open aspect platform
lift installed in a new art gallery in Kensington. The lift had
to reflect the ethos of this stunning space. This is a three
stop, triple scissor model with veneered flooring, hidden
glass channel and veneered outer gates and door.

The Modern Art of Elevation

New Low Rise Step Lift ICE COLLECTION - Out Now!

• 500Kg/1000Kg capacity
• 500mm/600mm raised height
• 80mm lowered height
• Integrated ramp
• Colour change LED guide lights
• Choice of finishes
• Choice of materials
• Optional upper level gate
• Optional grab bar
• Optional full height barriers

Clinic, Central London

The result of close collaboration with wheelchair users, architects, interior stylists and the wider lift industry.
ICE COLLECTION represents a huge step up in step lift design. The first truly premium independent low rise step lift. Highly stylised, beautifully
engineered, refined and exquisitely detailed. A compact, contemporary solution for prestige property and discerning clientele using the Lyfthaus
signature modernist and reductive design philosophy.
This adaptive product can suit any architectural or interior style - as discreet or bold as you desire. Interchangeable barrier panels can be finished in
a massive choice of materials and finishes. Mixing matt and high gloss, plain or patterned, bright and glittering or classic and restrained it’s all possible.

• Tailor made designs
• Contemporary and heritage
• Unsurpassed knowledge of architecture and interior design
• Huge choice of materials and finishes

Working with our Lift Industry Trade Partners.
Lyfthaus trade partners are increasing profits
and finding new clients.

• Ironwork replication
• Made and designed in Britain
• Free survey visits
• Same day proposals
• Instant answers - our team has expert level knowledge
• Design, manufacture and install

Lyfthaus Limited
Steeple Bumpstead
Cambridge
CB9 7BN
T. 01440 731111
lifts@lyfthaus.com

• Images and artwork for website and promotion
• Three year warranty

www.lyfthaus.com

• You’ll earn 35%+ profit margins on average values of £35K+

With capability comes opportunity

Made in Britain

We rise by lifting others

